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MORE KIDS  MORE MUSIC

Exciting Times in 2018...
Nuvo continues to be the leading innovator in the field of beginner wind instruments. Whether 
you are an adult looking for a new musical hobby or a child entering a school music class, Nuvo has 
the perfect instrument to get you on the joyful and rewarding journey of music-making.
Our team of dedicated and talented engineers has been busy breaking new ground as well as 
refining the old favorites. Our first foray into the world of brass is the jHorn which is a lot of fun to 
play and provides the perfect introduction to brass techniques.
We’ve also taken a new look at the humble recorder. Featuring our patented silicone key flaps, the 
Nuvo Recorder+ can revolutionize recorder teaching by making the learning process faster and 
more rewarding. Oh, and there are fewer squeaks!
We are also forging ahead with our exciting WindStars Curriculum which we expect to launch 
around the middle of 2018. You can find out more at www.nuvo-windstars.com.
So whether you’re a school teacher looking to implement a Nuvo program or an independent 

music retailer looking to expand sales, we would love to work with you. Together 
we can achieve our goal of creating a world with more musicians and more music!
We are looking forward to hearing from you.

Recorder DoodRecorder+ Toot Clarinéo Student FlutejSax jFlute

max@nuvo-instrumental.com

Why do we make music?
We make music because it makes us feel alive.

It’s intoxicating, mesmerizing, and surprising.
A note-by-note adventure. 

We can travel sharp and quick, or slow and mellow,
and reach our destination when we’re ready.

Music is a reward for patience, time and focus. 
Sometimes it’s big and loud and bold and proud. Hot under spotlights.

Sometimes it’s a soulful secret—a moment just for you.
We make music, because it feels like coming home. 

It’s a joy, not a chore.
A sense of purpose that never gets old.

A rare chance for fun without fear of failure.
We make music because anyone can.

It’s never too late to learn something new—especially about yourself.
We make music because we’re human.

And deep down, we all want to make some noise.jHorn



Recorder 
Fingering Chart

COLOR                       

      Black
      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink

Nuvo Soprano Recorders have a modern look and feel which appeals to 
children. They have a resonant tone and are available in black, and in white 
with three color options to brighten up your recorder ensembles.

The three rubber rings on the bell are removable and can be used as a 
reward system as children pass learning milestones.

Nuvo recorders are 100% waterproof so they can be washed frequently with 
warm soapy water. Each recorder includes a case and a fingering chart.

Soprano Recorder
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STOCK CODE 

N310RDBK
N310RDBL
N310RDGR
N310RDPK
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Recorder + 
Fingering Chart

COLOR

      Black
      White | Blue
      White | Gree
      White | Pink

STOCK CODE 

N320RDBK
N320RDBL
N320RDGR
N320RDPK

The Nuvo Recorder+ is the first substantial innovation in the recorder 
world for many years. The patented silicone key flaps make it much easier 
to seal the holes, reducing squeaks and enabling children to progress 
faster to play more complex tunes. The larger tone holes also give the 
Recorder+ a more mellow tone. Fully chromatic with the same fingering 
as a standard recorder (Baroque or German fingering). Washable in hot 
soapy water and comes in a neat molded case.  

Recorder+
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Case



COLOR

      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink
      Black   | Black
      Black   | Blue
      Black   | Green
      Black   | Pink

STOCK CODE 

N430TWBL
N430TWGN
N430TWPK
N430TBBK
N430TBBL
N430TBGN
N430TBPK

Toot 
Fingering Chart
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Case

Lip PlateToolLip Plate

The Toot is the sister instrument of the Dood. For a child ready to progress 
from the recorder, this is the perfect next step to playing the flute.

With the addition of the silicone key flaps, the Toot is now easier to play 
and children in particular can make faster progress to more complex tunes. 

The set includes the Firstnote lip plate which is great for getting started. 
When the student is ready, the lip plate can be switched out for the 
standard lip plate which is also included. The Toot is fully chromatic over 
1.5 octaves. 

The Toot and Dood together can bring a whole new sound to the recorder 
ensemble and give younger children the chance to learn important 
woodwind skills.

Toot



Dood
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NUVO ReedsMouthpiece Cap

COLOR

      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink
      Black   | Black
      Black   | Blue
      Black   | Green
      Black   | Pink

STOCK CODE 

N410DWBL
N410DWGN
N410DWPK
N410DBBK
N410DBBL
N410DBGN
N410DBPK

Dood
Fingering Chart

The Nuvo Dood is a brand new concept for single reed music education. 
A natural next step for a child playing the recorder, the Dood is a great way 
to introduce single-reed skills at an early age and is a great addition to any 
recorder ensemble. 
The Dood has recorder-like fingering with a simple yet durable key system that 
helps small fingers cover the holes. The instrument is fully chromatic over one 
octave with extra notes in the second register. 
The Dood uses the same mouthpiece and reed system as the Clarinéo and 
jSax. Two Nuvo resin reeds, a fingering chart and a case are included. Can be 
washed in hot soapy water.

Case



jSax

The Nuvo jSax has been selling like hot cakes around the 
world since its launch last year. It has an amazing sound 
and opens up whole new opportunities for beginners of 
any age to explore the world of playing the sax. It’s also a 
lot of fun for an accomplished amateur sax player to jam 
with. 
The jSax follows traditional saxophone fingering patterns 
and enables the player to develop embouchure and 
tuning skills. Pitched in C like all other Nuvo instruments, 
the jSax has a fully chromatic range from middle C to G 
in the next octave.
The optional Straighten Your jSax Kit provides a straight 
neck and bell to transform your jSax into a straight 
format.
Download the Play It Today introduction book from the 
Nuvo website. 

Straight Bell Straight Neck

COLOR

      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink
      Black   | Black      

STOCK CODE 

N515SWBL
N515SWGN
N515SWPK
N515SJBK    

STRAIGHTEN YOUR jSAX KIT

NUVO ReedsMouthpiece Cap

jSax 
Fingering Chart

jSAX STANDARD KIT
COLOR

      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink
      Black   | Black
      Black   | Blue
      Black   | Green
      Black   | Pink

STOCK CODE 

N510JWBL
N510JWGN
N510JWPK
N510JBBK
N510JBBL
N510JBGN
N510JBPK

Case
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Play It Today!
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jHorn

An exciting new innovation, the jHorn is tuned in the key of C and 
provides the perfect introduction to buzzing and valve skills which are 
immediately transferable to any instrument in the brass family.

Like all Nuvo instruments the jHorn is lightweight and durable so 
we encourage owners to Keep It Out (KIO) for a quick practice or 
spontaneous performance whenever the mood grabs you. 

The valves are a combination of piston and rotary configuration making 
it responsive, reliable and easy to maintain. No valve oil required.  

COLOR

      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink
      Black   | Black
      Black   | Blue
      Black   | Green
      Black   | Pink

STOCK CODE 

N610HWBL
N610HWGN
N610HWPK
N610HBBK
N610HBBL
N610HBGN
N610HBPK

jHorn 
Fingering Chart

Case
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Clarinéo

COLOR

      Black   | Steel
      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink

STOCK CODE 

N120CBBK
N120CWBL
N120CWGN
N120CWPK

The Nuvo Clarinéo is a clarinet in the key of C and is the perfect beginner 
instrument for any age group. It is much lighter and smaller than a B  
clarinet which means the finger stretches are shorter and the tone holes 
smaller.
This is great for small fingers and encourages more practice. The fingering 
is the same as a standard B  Clarinet so when the time comes, the 
transition is quick and easy.
The Clarinéo has a rich, mellow tone and can play from any score in the 
key of C such as recorder, piano, flute and voice music. It is fully chromatic 
with a range over three octaves.
Two synthetic reeds and a cane reed are provided with the Standard Kit.

Cleaning Cloth

Grease PotSpare ReedsClarinéo Leaflet

Case
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maxclissold
Sticky Note
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The Nuvo jFlute has a smooth and resonant tone. It is lightweight, 
durable and features an easy-blowing lip plate making it the perfect 
choice for a first flute. The jFlute features the new inline ‘donut’ head 
joint and soft-touch silicone key caps. It also has left hand key extensions 
and is upgradable to a straight head flute when the student is ready. See 
jFlute upgrade kit.

The jFlute kit includes the Firstnote lip plate and is 100% waterproof so 
it can be washed frequently and won’t get damaged if played outside in 
the rain! 

The jFlute comes with a molded case but as with all Nuvo instruments 
we encourage players to KIO (Keep It Out!).

D Foot

Pouch Grease Pot

jFlute Leaflet

Firstnote Lip Plate

Key Extension

COLOR

      Black   | Steel
      White | Blue
      White | Green
      White | Pink

STOCK CODE 

N220JFBK
N220JFBL
N220JFGN
N220JFPK

Cleaning Cloth

jFlute
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Student Flute

COLOR

      Black|Steel

Grease PotjFlute Leaflet

G Key Extension

Spare Key Caps

Cleaning Cloth

The Nuvo Student Flute has been highly acclaimed by teachers and 
professional musicians around the world. As well as being a perfect starter 
instrument, it also makes an exciting alternative flute for a hobbyist or 
accomplished flute player.

Give it a try! You will be surprised and thrilled by the loud and responsive 
tone. The Nuvo Flute weighs approximately half the weight of a 
traditional flute and is extremely durable and easy to maintain.

With its new sleek look, the soft-touch silicone key pads make it even 
more comfortable to play and it is completely safe for those with nickel 
allergies. Truly a flute for all occasions… tramping in the hills, gigging at 
the local pub, down at the beach or even in the pool! The Nuvo flute is 
equally at home at the concert hall or on the marching band field.

STOCK CODE 

N230SFBK   



Play It Today!
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NUVo DESK StaND
This neat, single instrument desk stand is suitable 
for the Nuvo Student Flute, jFlute or Clarinéo.

STOCK CODE    N260FCDS

STOCK CODE    N260FCWH

NUVo Wall HaNgER
The single instrument wall hanger can be easily 
fixed to a wall, door or shelf using 4 screws or 
double sided tape. Suitable for the Nuvo jSax, 
Student Flute, jFlute or Clarinéo.

Keep It out! (KIO)
Many music teachers like to encourage their students to keep their instruments 
assembled, out of the case and ready to play. This facilitates more frequent 
practice and even spontaneous performances! We have developed a couple of 
neat accessories which work for both the flute and the Clarinéo.

NUVO Reeds & Mouthpiece

DESCRIPTION

       Strength 1 (Pack of 3)
       Strength 1½ (Pack of 3)
       Strength 2 (Pack of 3)

1

2

1½

STOCK CODE 

N160RD10 
N160RD15 
N160RD20

NUVo REEDS
Nuvo synthetic reeds will last up to 
10 times longer than traditional cane 
reeds. They feature a locating rib which 
helps the student to correctly position 
the reed on the mouthpiece. Available 
in 3 strengths and suitable for Dood, 
Clarinéo and jSax. Sold in packs of 3 as 
shown. 
Any E  clarinet reed will work with all 
Nuvo reed instruments and you may 
also like to try the Viib by Légère which 
was specially developed to suit Nuvo 
instruments.

The new Nuvo mouthpiece has a 
built in  elastic ligature. This means 
it is impossible to lose and it is quick 
and easy to locate the reed in the 
correct position. Some schools have 
used Nuvo instruments for numerous 
children with each child having his or 
her own mouthpiece. Includes tote bag. 

NUVo MoUtHPIEcE
DESCRIPTION    

Dood, Clarinéo       White  
                                  Black 

jSax                                   White|Pink                                              
                            White|Green   
                            White|Blue         
                            Black 

STOCK CODE 

N150MPWT 
N150MPBK

N155MPPK                                         
N155MPGN
N155MPBL                            
N155MPBK
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DESCRIPTION     

jFlute Upgrade Kit White  
 Black 

STOCK CODE 

N240UKWT 
N240UKBKDESCRIPTION     

‘Donut’ Head Joint White  
 Black 

STOCK CODE 

N270DHWT 
N270DHBK

NUVo ‘DoNUt’ HEaD JoINt
The new donut head joint can be used on the Nuvo Student Flute for younger 
students who need to reduce the stretch. Available in black or white and comes 
with a tote bag.

DESCRIPTION     

Curved Head Joint White  
 Black 

STOCK CODE 

N230CHWT 
N230CHBK

NUVo FlUtE cURVED HEaD JoINt
The curved head joint is a useful accessory for a young starter who wants to play 
the Student Flute but may have some difficulty with the stretch in the early days. 
Available in black or white.
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Flute Accessories
The Nuvo flute range has been designed to allow a student to start as early 
as 4 years old and keep the instrument for life. There are a number of useful 
accessories included with the instrument and optional accessories shown on the 
following pages.

JFlUtE UPgRaDE KIt
The jFlute upgrade kit includes a straight head joint and a 
c-foot joint. It also includes a replacement fitting for the jFlute 
case. This means that a student who has been using the jFlute 
can now upgrade to the student flute without buying a whole 
new instrument. Available in black or white.
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Acrylic Retail Displays

STOCK CODE    POP7DTDP

acRYlIc REtaIl DISPlaY
The POP7 display can hold any mix of recorder, 
Dood and Toot and makes a neat, eye-catching 
display to maximize impulse purchases.

STOCK CODE    POP3JS

acRYlIc REtaIl DISPlaY
The jSax acrylic display holds 3 jSaxes and makes a 
striking display without taking up too much space.

STOCK CODE    POP4IDP

acRYlIc REtaIl DISPlaY HoRIZoNtal
The POP4 display holds any mix of jFlute, Flute or 
Clarinéo positioned horizontally as shown.

STOCK CODE    POP3IDP

acRYlIc REtaIl DISPlaY VERtIcal
This versatile display with a small footprint can display 
any mix of jSax(straight), Clarinéo or Flute and creates a 
striking Nuvo display without taking up too much counter 
space.

29
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School Storage
A number of schools we have been working with run classes for groups of 
children where the children do not own the instruments. A full set of instruments 
is kept in the classroom and the children arrive at class and pick up an instrument 
to be used for that class. It saves a lot of time at the beginning and end of class 
if the instruments are kept out of cases and on storage racks. Mouthpieces and 
head joints are usually removed from the instruments and disinfected between 
classes or in some cases the children own their personal mouthpiece or head 
joint which they bring to class. 

There is a news article on our website which describes this kind of class 
arrangement. If you are interested in starting a class and would like to discuss 
ideas please feel free to contact max@nuvo-instrumental.com.

STOCK CODE    S260WH06

ScHool Wall HaNgER
The School wall hanger can accommodate 
up to 6 instruments and can be attached 
to a wall or shelf by screws or double sided 
tape. The hanger works for jSax, Flute or 
Clarineo.

STOCK CODE     S250DR24

STOCK CODE    S250DR12

ScHool DESK StaND (12)
This school desk stand can accommodate 
up to 12 instruments, any combination of 
Clarinéos, jFlutes or Flutes.

ScHool DESK StaND (24)
This school desk stand can accommodate 
up to 24 instruments, any combination of 
Dood and Toot.

31
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AMAZING RESULTS
WindStars is a simple, effective and affordable pre-
band music program that enables kids to experience the 
joy of playing music together and to develop a life-long 
love of music at an early age. WindStars is also a fun 
and rewarding journey for the teacher and requires no 
previous experience of wind instruments.

INTEGRATE WITH EXISTING INSTRUMENTS
Since WindStars instruments are all in concert pitch (C), the program can easily  
accommodate and blend with Orff and with instruments such as Boomwhackers,   
recorders and ukeleles. You will also find it easy to accompany with      
the piano or guitar.

THE FOUNDATION FOR 
BAND AND ORCHESTRA
Capturing the natural enthusiasm of kids at an early 
age, WindStars teaches important music concepts 
and instrumental skills before they even enter a band 
class. All students will arrive at band with either flute, 
single reed or brass skills which dramatically speeds up 
progress and enthusiasm for band and orchestra. 

WindStars is a flexible program for elementary/junior 
schools with books and free online supporting materials 
such as backing tracks, instructional videos and print 
files. It is a 3-stage program which can be easily adapted 
to fit into existing programs.

WindStars 1

Age 5-9

Sound Before Sight

Dood

Toot

General music program 
introducing basic wind 

instrument skills and simple 
tunes using iconic notation

WindStars 2

Age 6-10

Transition to Notation
jSax

jFlute
jHorn

Clarinéo
Individual and class 
instrumental lessons 

extending woodwind and 
brass skills while playing 

fun tunes in different 
genres 

WindStars 3

Age 7-10

Pre-Band Ensemble

jSax

jFlute

jHorn

Clarinéo

Pre-Band WindStars 
Ensemble introducing 
multi-part music in a 

variety of styles. Includes 
suggested concert play-lists.  
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SAVE AND RE-USE
WindStars utilizes the Dood, Toot, 
jSax, jHorn, jFlute and Clarineo. The 
instruments are musically authentic 
and designed to teach skills which are 
instantly transferable to full-sized band 
instruments. They are inexpensive, 
lightweight, durable and easy to maintain 
and they are also 100% waterproof. This 
means they can be sanitized in hot soapy 
water and potentially used by many kids 
for many years. Think of the savings!

We encourage each student to engage 
with the process of passing their 
instrument to a younger student or 
sibling as they graduate to band.

maxclissold
Sticky Note
web address...
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Medgar Evers Fine and
Performing Arts School

Chicago South, USA

The Harmony Project

LA, United States

Nellyville MusicEnlightenment ProjectSouth Africa

La Vernia Intermediate School

Texas, USASouth Island School, Hong Kong

 grade 7 music program

MORE KIDS   MORE MUSIC   MORE FUN
36



Hannah Brady is a woodwind teacher with a background 
in jazz and a passion for improvisation. She has taught in 
many different settings from WCET for music hubs to 
workshop leader for Sheffield Jazz.
“The jSax is a fantastic way to nurture a passion for music in 
pupils who are too young to play a regular saxophone. The 
instruments are easy to use and lightweight, ideal for little 
hands! They are really useful for developing good, basic 
technique that can be applied to other instruments later on, 
as well as helping children form positive musical habits from 
a very young age.”

Ambassadors Around The World
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Chad is a General Music Teacher who emphasizes 
instrumental music. In the recent past he was a high 
school band director. He holds a bachelor of music 
education degree from The University of Akron and 
a Master of Music from Youngstown State University.
“I am always looking for innovative ways to instruct 
and inspire my students and Nuvo Instrumental 
provides just that! The Dood, Toot, and jSax, are pre 
band instruments used in my program to get students 
excited and develop a love for music.”   

Chad Guess 
Florida • USa

Hannah Bradey 
SheFField • UK
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Carolyn has over 20 years of curriculum and 
instrumental teaching experience. She is a peripatetic 
teacher, band leader and SEND music teacher.
“The jSax enables children the chance to begin the 
saxophone at a much younger age. Its durability, 
lightweight construction and compact size make it 
ideal for the younger player – but its not compact on 
sound. It is very rewarding for the child to hear they are 
making such an authentic saxophone sound.”

Stéphanie is the Founder and Lead Educator of Kinderflute 
Canada. She is passionately committed to sharing her 
knowledge with others and is active both as a performer and 
music educator in the Greater Toronto Area.
“Wind instruments should be one of the top three options for 
parents when first considering music lessons for their child.  
Nuvo makes wind instruments much more accessible for 
young families. They’re light, durable, and affordable!  Their 
“Keep It Out” philosophy encourages students to play their 
instrument rather than put it away.  And having such fun & 
bright colours makes Nuvo Instruments hard to resist for 
students of any age!” Peter Peiterson 

Copenhagen • denmarK

David Bradley 
CaliFornia • USa

Carolyn Storer 
Wirral • UK

Jasmine is an experienced and enthusiastic 
woodwind teacher with a DipABRSM diploma in 
flute performance. As well as teaching, she attended 
woodwind course at Merton College to learn how to 
service and overhaul woodwind instruments.
“The Nuvo jFlute is perfect for the younger beginner 
not only does it produce a lovely, clear tone, it’s 
much lighter in weight and the keys are much more 
reachable for little hands.  My pupils have found them 
super-comfortable to play! ”

Jasmine Ducker 
hampShire • UK

Having private studios in California, Arizona, and 
now Connecticut, Mr. Abad has been an active 
concert soloist, chamber musician, and saxophone 
mentor throughout New England. 
“The Nuvo jSax, and the entire Nuvo line, are 
tremendously helpful tools in pre-woodwind learning. 
These instruments take away the potentially 
overwhelming tasks of their full-size counterparts, 
and help make music become as intuitive as possible. 
Bravi!”

Joseph Abad 
ConneCtiCUt • USa

Stephanie Superle 
greater toronto • Canada

Peter is a father of four children and a clarinet and 
saxophone teacher for students of all ages. He also 
performs in small rythmic orchestras and big bands.
“I discovered Nuvo by accident and the instruments 
turned my world around. Both the sound and quality of 
the instruments is amazing. It provides a lot of young 
students the chance to experience the world of music 
through woodwind instruments at a low cost. It’s a 
vision I’ve always dreamed of.”

David is an active woodwind teacher, repair 
technician, and performer. He has the best job in the 
world because his days (and many of his nights) are 
filled with music!
“The Clarinéo’s smaller size and lighter weight make it 
ideal for children who are too small to play the clarinet. 
It uses standard clarinet fingerings so transition to the 
clarinet is easy. It sounds great, requires very little 
maintenance and is surprisingly durable.”
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www.nuvo-instrumental.com
www.nuvo-windstars.com

Play It Today!




